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Introduction

Purpose of this
Activity Book
The purpose of Activity Workbook for
Individuals Experiencing Memory Loss is to
provide stimulating, fun ways to keep
families engaged with one another during a
time that worry and frustration can arise.
Although each activity may not appeal to
everyone, the goal is to encourage families
to become creative in the way they interact
with the individual who is experiencing
memory loss. Using the individual's favorite
hobbies or past profession can be an aid in
the development of an activity. It is my
hope that this workbook would be used as a
catalyst for creativity.

Cháron Cannon, MSW, LSW
Rush Alzheimer's Disease Center
1750 W. Harrison Street, Suite 1000
Chicago, IL 60612
Charon_A_Cannon@rush.edu
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Normal Aging vs. Dementia Examples

NORMAL
AGING
MISPLACING THINGS
FROM TIME TO TIME.

MISSING A MONTHLY
PAYMENT.

ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE
MISPLACING THINGS OFTEN
AND BEING UNABLE TO FIND
THEM.
PROBLEMS TAKING CARE OF
MONTHLY BILLS.

BRIEFLY FORGETTING THE
DAY OF THE WEEK.

LOSING TRACK OF THE
DATE, OR TIME OF YEAR.

OCCASIONALLY
FORGETTING WHICH
WORD TO USE.

TROUBLE HOLDING A
CONVERSATION.

MAKING A BAD DECISION
ONCE IN A WHILE.

MAKING POOR
JUDGEMENTS AND
DECISIONS OFTEN.
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Stages of Memory Loss Due to Alzheimer's Disease
Early Stage:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Trouble remembering recent events.
Difficulty managing finances.
Difficulty completing familiar tasks.
Losing track of dates, and passage of time.
Difficulty with vision and spatial relations. Getting lost.
Develop problems with speaking and writing words.
Forgetful. Misplacing things.
Social withdrawal from family and friends.
Changes in mood or personality (confusion, depression,
suspicious, anxious).
10. Often repeating questions and statements.
11. Trouble with driving. Confusing pedals and traffic signals.

Middle Stage:
1. Behavioral problems. Anger, paranoia, anxiety,
suspicious.
2. Wandering and getting lost.
3. Repetitive. Repeats things often.
4. Anxiety particularly late afternoon and early evening
(sun-downing).
5. Eating problems. Loss of table manners.
6. Needs assistance with bathing, dressing, and personal
care.
7. Incontinence.
8. Hoarding.
9. Inappropriate behavior.
10. Violent behavior.
11. Increased difficulty with speech and recall.
12. Loss of coordination. Starts to shuffle and have more
falls.
13. Stops recognizing family and friends.
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Stages of Memory Loss Due to Alzheimer's Disease

Late Stage:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Loses ability to communicate.
Loses ability to smile.
Inability to recognize people, places and things.
Requires full assistance with dressing, bathing, and
personal care.
5. Loses ability to chew and swallow.
6. Eventually loses ability to walk.
7. Sleeps a lot.
8. Seizures.
9. Strokes.
10. Incontinence and bowel problems.
11. Weight loss.

Although no two cases of Alzheimer's disease or dementia
are exactly the same, the descriptions above offers a
general summary of the three main stages of Alzheimer's
disease, examples of symptoms and behaviors you may
experience, and how the role of the caregiver will change
with each stage.
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Tips for Talking to Someone with Alzheimer's
Disease

Remove all distractions when engaging in conversations as
background disturbances can make it hard to be heard.
Refrain from engaging in an argument as it is likely that no one will
win.
Talk with the person one-on-one, using eye contact and touching
often.
Check your mood before engaging in conversation. With topics that
may be heavy, maintain a positive attitude. Coming from a place of
concern can aid in approaching the topic at hand.
Ask their opinion in the midst of conversation.
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Engaging the 5 Senses in Activity

As children, we learn to explore the world by utilizing our 5 senses (sight,
hearing, taste, smell, and touch). For an individual who has Alzheimer's
disease, sensory stimulation can trigger emotions and memories as it
becomes increasingly difficult to stay engaged with the world around
them. As humans, we all have an innate desire for connection, whether is
be with other humans or just with everyday life. By incorporating sensory
stimulation, it can allow the individual to become more relaxed, engage in
self-expression, and aid in improving mood.
It is critical to get to know the individual in order to utilize sensory
stimulation. What are some items from their past that may be familiar and
trigger memories? For example, if someone was a knitter, holding a ball of
yarn might be familiar and offer comfort to that individual. What are some
of their likes and dislikes? Answering basic questions such as these can
assist you with creating engaging activities.
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Activity Boxes
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"Favorite Things" Reminiscence Box
This activity is perfect for any stage of memory loss. The key to this activity is
including activities that will awaken the 5 senses (i.e. hearing, smelling) with the
individual's favorite things.
Supplies Needed:

Box of any kind (a separate activity could be decorating the box)
Favorite music, perfume, item of clothing, photos, nonperishable
food, story, movie, etc.

Directions:

Add the items in the box and assist the individual with the discovery of
each item. For example, for their favorite music, simply dance with
them.
Tip: Reminiscence Box can have also have a theme! For example, recreate
senior prom night by gathering old photos, outfits, and other artifacts
from their special night.
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Activity Sensory Toolbox
This activity is perfect for any stage. This activity encourages sensory
stimulation through physical touch.
Supplies Needed (Suggested):

Empty Box (decorating the box can be a separate activity)
Fidget Toys, wooden beads, beans, massage ball, gel pad

Directions:

Fill a box with several fidget toys, wooden beads, beans, massage ball, gel pad,
and other desired items.
For more ideas on sensory items, you can visit alzstore.com or Amazon. Michael's
Craft Store, Dollar Tree, and Jo Ann Fabrics are great places to find items for a
sensory box.
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Workman's Toolbox
This activity is perfect for any stage. This activity encourages sensory
stimulation through physical touch.
Supplies Needed:

Toolbox
Combination Square, Adjustable Wrench, Bolts, PVC Piping, Paint
Brush/Paint Cards, & Tape Measure

Directions:

Allow the individual to explore the items in the toolbox. For example,
connect the PVC piping together or use the combination square to draw lines
on a piece of paper. Do not include items that may be potentially dangerous
such as wire pliers, hammers, or screwdrivers.
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TV Show Theme Songs
This activity is perfect for any stage of dementia as research has shown
that musical memories often remain intact. This activity can provide
emotional and behavioral benefits.
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Time Period Life Review
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss. This
activity encourages socialization.
Supplies Needed:

Photos from Individual's lifetime
Google Maps
Videos from Individual's lifetime

Directions:

Accuracy of the the individual's stories are not required. Example: If
someone lived through the 60s, use Google Maps to find Hitsville USA, the
birthplace of Motown, in Detroit, Michigan. Ask the individual about their
memories about hit music. Not sure what questions to ask? Please visit
legacyproject.org for a list of questions.
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Watch a Classic Movie
This activity is perfect for any stage of memory loss. When watching a
favorite movie, it can stimulate positive memories and encourage an
overall positive mood.
Tip: Are there any famous one-liners from the film?
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In the Kitchen
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Indoor/Outdoor Garden
This activity is perfect for early to middle stage as it provides
sensory stimulation through physical touch. It also encourages
physical movement. A sense of purpose is provided with the
responsibility of caring for the garden after the seeds are planted.
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Taste Testing
This activity is perfect for early to middle stage of dementia. This
activity provides sensory stimulation through taste.
Tip: Make sure to include of the individual's favorite foods!
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Follow a Simple Dessert Recipe
This activity is perfect for early to middle stage. It encourages
social interaction.
Suggested Recipes:

Chocolate Chip Cookies
Cupcakes
Mixed Fruit Tart

Directions:

For recipe ideas, visit your local public library or use the internet to find simple
recipes. Here are some websites: allrecipes.com, simplyrecipes.com, and
epicurious.com.
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Create!
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Watercolor Painting
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss. Watercolor
painting is a form of creative expression, can increase mood, and
encourage relaxation.
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Make Tie-Dye Shirts
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss and
encourages social interaction, physical movement, and creativity.
Supplies Needed:

Plain White T-Shirt
T-Dye Kit (can be found at Michaels, Walmart, Jo-Ann, Amazon,
or Target)

Directions:

Follow the instructions on the tie-dye kit. When finished, let the t-shirt air dry.
Please note any allergies to certain dyes before purchasing a tie-dye kit.
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Picture Story
This activity is perfect for early to middle stage. This activity can encourage
social interaction and creativity.
Supplies Needed:

Picture (s) that is unrelated to the Individual (i.e. from a magazine or the
internet)

Directions:

Find an unwanted magazine or pictures on the internet. With one or a group of
pictures at a time, create a story with the individual and allow their input. The
story does not have to make any sense as it all for good fun! For individuals in the
later stage, find a story for them to listen to on the internet. Storyteller.net is a
great resource for audible stories.
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Create Jewelry

This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss. It allows
for self expression through creativity.
Supplies Needed:
Beads & Bead Organizer
Wire Cutters
Flat Nose Pliers
Beading Cord or Thread
Assorted Clasps
Beading Needle
Memory Wire

Directions:

Visit your local library to find beginner books for jewelry making or find tutorials
online. Craft stores would also have a selection of guide books.
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Relax...
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Quiet Room with Aromatherapy
This activity is perfect for all stages of memory loss and can provide
a relaxing space and encourage a positive mood.
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Spa Day
This activity is perfect for all stages of memory loss. Spa activities can improve
quality of sleep and help the individual de-stress.
Supplies Needed:

Clear Nail Polish
Nail Buffer & Clippers
Sensitive Facial Mask
Bath Salt or Bomb

Directions:

Have a mini-spa day with a manicure/pedicure, face mask, and relaxing bubble
bath. Create a spa-like ambiance with soothing music. When using items that are
intended to be applied to the skin, please make note of any allergic reactions.
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Game Night
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss and encourages
social interaction. Do not forget the snacks!
Suggested Games:

Jenga
Tick-Tac-Toe
Connect 4
Bingo

Directions:

Have fun together with a family game night!
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Let's Move!
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Reflection
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss. This activity
encourages physical movement.
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Exercise
This activity is perfect for any stage. Physical activity can have a positive impact
on an individual's mood.
Supplies Needed:

Empty Area
Desired Exercise Equipment (i.e. jump rope, dumbbells, hula hoop)
Exercise Videos

Directions:

Exercise videos can be rented from your local library or found on Youtube.
Even in the later stages of dementia, simple chair exercise routines can be
beneficial. The National Institute on Aging is an excellent resource for
information regarding exercising as an aging adult.
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Twist & Shout
This activity is perfect for early or middle stage of memory loss. The purpose of
this activity is to stretch the vocal cords and move facial muscles.
Supplies Needed:

Two Chairs
Tongue Twister Sentences

Directions:

Books containing tongue twisters can be found at your local library or online.
Here are few to get started:
"I have got a date at a quarter to eight; I’ll see you at the gate, so don’t be late."
"I saw a kitten eating chicken in the kitchen."
"A skunk sat on a stump and thunk the stump stunk, but the stump thunk the
skunk stunk."
"Lesser leather never weathered wetter weather better."
"Fred fed Ted bread, and Ted fed Fred bread."
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Simple Household Chores
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss and can
provide purpose for the individual and encourage physical movement.
Simple Household Chore List:

Sweep, vacuum, taking out the trash, polish silverware, set dinner table,
folding clothes, & dust

Directions:

Allow the individual to be part of the household maintenance activities by
giving them simple tasks to complete.
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Author's Note: If you do not have access to the internet, contact
your local Chamber of Commerce for assistance with finding
these suggested activities.
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Tour Old Neighborhood
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage. Research shows long
term memories are preserved. This actvity encourages conversation.
Supplies Needed:

Transportation or Google Maps
Old Photos

Directions:

Pack up the car and bring along old photos to inspire conversation. If
physically visiting the individual's old neighborhood is too cumbersome, use
Google Map tour the neighborhood.
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Memory Cafe
This activity is perfect for early to middle stage. This activity promotes
socialization for both the individual with memory loss and their caretaker.

Where to Find a Memory Cafe?

memorycafedirectory.com
Contact your local Area on Aging.
What is a Memory Cafe?

A memory cafe is social opportunity for individuals with dementia and their
loved ones that includes music, dance, education, and an assortment of
activities. Most groups meet on a monthly basis. Please utilize the website
above or your local Area on Aging to find the nearest memory cafe.
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Visit an Art Museum
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage dementia as art
evokes emotions and can encourage conversation.

Helpful Tip:
Contact your local art museum to find out if they offer special
programming that caters to the needs of an individual with
memory loss. Some museums offer creative ways to experience
their exhibits.
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Take a Walk Around a Lake
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss
and encourages phyiscal movement.

Helpful Tip:
As you walk around the lake, be sure to point different wildlife and
plants to keep your loved one engaged. To extend the trip, enjoy lunch at
a nearby restaurant.
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Visit a Pet Shelter
This activity is perfect for early and middle stage memory loss. Research has
shown animals can have a positive effect on mood.

Helpful Tip:
When visiting a local pet shelter, please call before you arrive as some shelters
have visitor policies. It is important to know if your loved one is allergic to any
animal breeds beforehand.
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Visit a Plant Shop
This activity is perfect for early to middle stage. It allows for self
expression through creativity.

Helpful Tip:
Some plant shops allow for their consumers to create their own arrangement
and educate them about caring for their new plant. Call your local plant shop
for more details.
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Visit a Performance Theatre
This activity is perfect for early to middle stage as it encourages social
interaction and positive mood.

Helpful Tip:
Musicals and stories with upbeat elements may be an option. Some theatres
may have dementia friendly showtimes. If live theatre is overwhelming for your
loved one, try improv at home. Making up fun scenarios can be a great way to
keep them engaged socially.
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all about the

Rush Alzheimer's Disease Center
Experts at the Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center understand the
physical and emotional toll the disease takes on patients and their
families. They are committed to discovering better ways to
diagnose, treat and prevent Alzheimer’s and other dementias.
The Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center (RADC), is one of 29
Alzheimer’s centers in the U.S. designated and funded by the
National Institute on Aging. The RADC also offers patient care
services at the Rush Memory Clinic, including neurological and
psychological evaluations and consultations with Alzheimer’s
disease specialists.
For more information about research and studies,
please call: (312) 942-0050

According to Wikipedia, a book report is
an essay discussing the contents of a
book, written as part of a class
assignment issued to students in schools,
particularly in the United States at the
elementary school level. Teachers
frequently give students a list of books
from which they may choose one for the
report, although sometimes students.

